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Nature has always been the vital source of creative outburst for Kishoreda. “Baadal kala koyel 
kaali us se kaali raat hain, us se kaali zulf teri jo sawan ki humraaj hain”/No.389 D/ANG SE ANG LAGA LE/ 

is again a simple, natural way of admiring a lass’s lustrous tresses. Really, nothing can boast of a 
more gorgeous look than a natural one. A section of North Eastern India’s tri-belles still ‘mane’ tain 
this tradition the natural way, long & strong to give the ‘Miss Beautiful Hair’s of India a run for their 
lustre. Krishna Boro, the most magnificent head of hair I’ve ever come across featured twice in THE 

ASSAM TRIBUNE (25th May 1997 Monday, 04th February 2001 Sunday)-draped in a wraparound or Dokhona 
customary with the tribe. Naturally, she was the mane topic with her thick, pure silk growth of 
feminity that flaunts between 5 and 7 feet, undergoes a trim every two months in order to prevent it 
from gracing the ground! This ‘Orient Long Mane’ has nourished her paradisal black beauty the 
natural way, keeping the western shore’s skinflation and cosmetic boom at bay. Who else could have 
admired these rare treasures of Nature more naturally other than Rafi & Kishore? A person’s life is 
worthless if he does not feel joy when he sees the beautiful objects of Nature. The message is not 
mine, William Wordsworth’s from the poem RAINBOW (any one who has been lucky with K-LIVE 

would have definitely deciphered the earthly significance of the word). The aura of the femme has 
flawlessly flashed in another favourite with my Ashishda: “Jaan-e-chaman jaan-e-bahar tu ek hain 
tere naam hazaar/No.404 D/DULHAN/. What a delightfully respectful manifestation of a delicate 
human! Taking Time’s pitch-black Silkroute, walking back and on return here I present another 
‘extreme long’memory footage from the lost pages of my teenage diary - Dad served in the 
Department of Bengali at Kokrajhar Govt.College and was often invited for judjement in the Cultural 
segment of the college week that fell during winter. I was just a kid whom he used to whisk along 
and make comfortable next to him. The year must have been 1978 or hence for sure because I still do 
visualise one Bodo student from the union hierarchy wearing the traditional towel dancing to K’s Eee 
hain Bombai nagaria tu dekh babua. His enchanting solo was nexed by a duet dance with a tribal 
damesel. ‘Look, hair it downpours!’ Dad’s voice still reverberates in my ears and it surely had 
reasons to—she was the slightly abridged edition of Krishna Boro. If measured on a reverse scale, 
that jet black dancing cascade as straight as a runway halted just half-a-foot short of the heel. We the 
K category belong to a special tribe nestled by Nature and as a baptized member I have not even the 
remotest hesitation to nudge it that I have been whirlpulled into the charisma of Kishoresqueness by 
my loving Ashishda and I take delight in my Achilles heel – Kesh & Kishore: one for its straight 
extreme silky volume & the other for his extreme straight milky volume [Kishoreda’s golden voice 
was once defined in a Telegraph booklet as liquid gold]. With due respect to her intellect I believe the 
real essence of womanhood remains incomplete without its extreme length: ”Har haseen cheez ka 
main talabgaar hoon, ras ka, phoolon ka, geeton ka bimaar hoon”/No.374 N/SAUDAGAR (1973) 

Composer&Lyricist Ravindra Jain/. Interestingly in KBC 4, a woman participant declared that her best 
choice of all the movies Bachchan has done was none but this one! There is a funny fact about Ashish 
the great: K did a recording with the DREAM GIRL: “Hua kya agar tu zara bewafa hain, meri dilruba 
hain”/No.1947 D/. It still tickles a smile hide n seek on our lips recalling how Ashishda went wrong 

with the lyric singing it as Kahin Dilruba Hain, also how father 
mock-scolded mom saying not to disturb Shuman at all, as he had 
found a song after years of perspiration-ah, memories that linger ! 
This virility in the voice also propels a childhood fantasy of mine 
that used to venerate Goddess Venus in the village virgin—an 
imaginary sandalwood smelling KAPAAL KUNDALA whose boa-
constrictor mane is coiled in the hand of the KAPAALIK 
[worshipper of Shiva and Kali of the left-hand order]: “Kisko dass 
ne tu chali zulfon ki naag liye…kitney ranjhe tujhe dekh ke 
baeragee ban gaye”/No.647 D/AHSAAS (1979)/. A quote from this 
Bankim Chatterjee novel shares my heart -‘Acquired happiness in 

^ Ae nazaaron zara muh udhar pher lo mera yaar bada sharmila, mera pyar bada sharmila/No.1661 N/YUVRAAJ (1979)/.Thanks Ashishda for another melo-marvello! 
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Youth is limited but the hope of it is unlimited’. I have grown up among the Bodo people as well as 
other tribes of the North Eastern region in general. I’ve found them to be good people in the real 
sense of the word if dealt with respect and love. They can distinguish between benevolence & 
buttering. To me, its high time our politicians cease decoding the 65-year-steady downwardly mobile 
quota matrix except those genuinely below povertyline deprived and the physically challenged as I 
believe in  the basic truth that is, it is a cauldron that at boiling point secretively churns the 
communal out of a common man besides we all are  equal human beings. Time I draw a line since 
this saga of division and ethnic cleavage ceases to be my topic of interest.  Day in and day out in this 
corrupt, terrorist-infested world an already exploded population is getting more & more self-
centered, cruel, ravishing the already receding forest-line with big building  plans. It appears as if 
our plants are left with nowhere else to seek asylum but the only space left: the sky! As if this blue 
planet’s plant life is pining for a place on earth and letting its frustration audible through Kishoreda: 
“Jeena to hain, per ae dil kahan? Main udnaa chahoon to hain door asmaan”/No.371 D/DAULAT KE DUSHMAN (1973)/.  

 < …a bomb?!   

Which extreme of our already graying Blue Planet are we actually 
planning to push towards our dear l’il ones? > 

Amit did retrospect the feature-rich father in an 
E.TV interview: ‘So much was Dad’s attachment 
with Nature that he would affectionately touch n 
talk to each tree in the Bungalow’. Janakinandan, 

Hariniranjan, Amrutanjan, Fatafat were some of the names given by the great to his garden mates.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
I personally had an access to his oasis of green & those ‘Life stand still’-s on the 24th of June & 04th of 
July 2001 on my life’s first and second visit to Bombay and GAURI KUNJ. Thus naturally, the ‘trunk’-
call of Nature soothes our soul when, nestled in its lap, the Jumping Jack (Jeetendra) nestles his 
jumbo in a reservoir lipping the first solo-reward from the Legend: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You were born free, loved wilderness and white was your favourite shade - a humble tribute from a tiny fan to the height of choices ^         

“Main jahaan chala jaoon bahaar chali aaye, mahek jaye rahon ki dhool main 
Banphool”/No.198 D/BANPHOOL (1971)/. Me n mentor Ashishda have grown up with this 

nursery rhyme of Nature my baby Geetanjali won’t feed without! Ashishda’s name knocks up 
nostalgia’s door. Till date whenever we find ourselves amid tea gardens, verdant valleys cris-crossed 
by meandering rivulets, he sings this to his heart’s height with me joining in. We play 
ANANTAKISHORI (‘coz his is a never ending story) whenever together. Savour the extra-cheese 
Hindi he layers a line with for example, after singing Koyiee humdum na raha, he would punch: ‘to 
hum kahaan thhey? Hum na raha ka rahon mein thhey. To zara ha…se shuru ho ley.’ In 1983 he 
started serving the kingdom in the department of education and 1985 was the year since we met each 
other till 1996 but today we cannot like we used to after his family shifted base to Siliguri: “Rasta 
dekhey tera byakul man mera, yeh chchotey chchotey naina yeh lambi kaali raina—aa ja re 
nindiyaan”/No.409 D/HUMSHAKAL/reflects Keats’ glorification of sadness long ago - ‘Our sweetest 
songs are those that remind us of our saddest thoughts’…  
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An antique compilation arranged by 
Mr. Sanjeev Kohli was released in 1993 
titled THE GOLDEN COLLECTION-
RARE GEMS: KISHORE KUMAR/STHV 

60211-12 H.M.V/. For the first time 
reappeared in its entirety a melody to 
match Ashishda’s melancholy: “Har 
koyiee chahta hain EK MUTTHI 

ASMAAN”/No.337 D/Title/. Tantu 
bought it first. I remember ordering a 
double at Shillong’s Police bazar– one 

pack for me & the other for Ashisda. He has a Sikkim dream--he too wants to have his own little 
slice of the sky: a cottage amidst Blue Mountains, rocky brooks and miles of lush-green pasture 
where a breath taking biodiversity dawns! In the page to come I will spill more on my post school 
passtime; my audio candy-box, the murphy Radio—our only gadget to open before us the book of 
Nature. Indian classical music has always shared an intimate relationship with Nature. Hard classical 
vocals though were not Kishoreda’s forte, Raga-based songs or semi-classicals belong to a pocket he 
had honed his genius to the fullest. The two maddening Kishoragas broadcasted by AKASHBANI 

GAUHATI during those golden days were from a formule flick, a Rajesh Khanna love triangle ASHA 

JYOTI (1984): “Neele amber ki do naina & Teri payel ki jhankaar”/Nos.881 D, 1323 D/. The retro 
reflection of Radio wave from the ionosphere also used to bathe me and Ashishda with bucketfulls of 
Nature’s bounty more naturally so because of the most naturally vibrant voices Laxmikant-Pyarelal 
and contemporaries mostly picked in those golden days – Lata & Kishore: “Yeh mausam aaaya hain 

kitne saalon mein, aa ja ke kho jaye khwabon-khayaalon mein”/No.2097 D/AKRAMAN (1975)/. This 
is the reason why Lata had compared his genius with that of Taansen in a television channel I’ve 
mentioned towards the tail of my topic. In the video track of this classic that dates back to 1975, an 
entire paragraph has unceremoniously been scissored. So by 

the time I was through Nature’s 
NAUGHTYBOY Kishoreda, my 
admiration towards this Nature’s 
wonder reached a crescendo: “Nehin 
dekha kabhi pahle yeh phool hain kin 
gulzaron ka, main AASHIQ HOON 

BAHARON KA”/No.536 D/Title (1977)/. Even his autograph if 
set @ 45 degrees, replicates a beanstalk. SIXTH REASON I 
zeroed in on the genius. ‘Till the future dares forget the past, 
his fate & fame shall be an echo and a light unto eternity’ 
Shelley wrote this for Keats but I quote him for the person who has been increasingly making his 
presence felt through his indispensability. All I’ve to confess about this harfanmaula kalakaar is that, 
“Jaanewale kabhi kabhi yahan apne pyar se logo ke dilon mein yaadgaar ban jate hain”/No.921 

D/YAADGAAR/. To be absolutely open about this ‘thesis’ on the thespian, (fondly, father named my 
room KISHORE RESEARCH CENTRE) I have been striving to maintain the main tune i.e., keep the 
search afloat primarily on the Unreleased and the Antiquated ones of THE RAREST JEWELHOUSE OF 

INDIA : Kishore Kumar and with a little blessing from the Almighty, 
bequeath the same to the  next generation because spared an 
arclight,the dazzle of some of these  diamonds may dim the glitter of many 
exhausting repetitions:                                                                                           

Pyar ki wadiyaan de rahi hain sada 

  Kho gaye tum kahaan ab to aa jaao na 

    Phool hanste nehin panchchi gaate nehin ik tumhare bina        ab to aa jaao na! >                                                                  
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Listen to the falling rain--“Mere dil jhoom jhoom tu gaaye ja,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
yehi kahin   tujhko pyar mil jayega, hain jhoomta yeh sama,  hain pyar ka yeh 
jahaan, aise me Kishoreda tum kahaan?”/No.374 D, 368 N/RANI AUR JANI 

(1973)/-a sensational sequel can be sensed in a duet: “Maine tumko chaha 
pehli baar”/No.1468 D/DOUBLE CROSS/. Though a 
Y2K kid, wish I could ride the time motorcycle to be a 
part of that 70’s lifecycle & witness the Messiah 
mesmerize our eyes flesh n (blue) blood once again - 
wish I could take a break from today’s cultural calamity. To elaborate on my 
point, let me tune in the term teasing which has made its timeless appeal to 
cine-goers since the BOMBAY TALKIES (K coined the term while reflecting on 
his first face up with Latadi in Bombay at the 1985 LONDON LIVE) days and 

me n Ashishda were no exception though typical chipku heroes were a constant eyesore. Our pick of 
the flick was either an evergreen Dharam-Tanuja marine drive: “Meri ja meri ja kahna mano”/No.263 

D/DO CHOR (1972)/or a dazzling Dev diamond: “Main akeyla apni dhun mein magan zindagi ka 

maza liye ja raha thha ke tum mil gaye”/No.694 D/MAN PASAND/ to suit our Mountain-mood. 
During his last days, R.D. tried a make do Bengali on Meri ja with Kumar Sanu as K had left for his 
Heavenly abode by then: Duniya o duniya chineychchi tomaae/LARAAI/. Thus previously, it was 
only "Kiss ka rasta dekhey"/No.346 D/JOSHILA/or “Gori o Gori”/No. 339D/GAI AUR GAURI/ and 
now the tinsel taste of India has graduated from bad to worse and the society has to bear the brunt. 
The plethora of innuendoed songs now calls the shots.  Thus, if you’ve couched yourself for family 
viewings play a latest at your peril. Listen to this for a change and catch the contrast--in league with 
the Legend, Music director Ravindra Jain once cooked up a steamy composition so deeply imbued 
with the simplicity of our Vedantic philosophy that when Kishoreda sang the soulful solo in his 
surprisingly simple signature tone, he sounded as if has emerged as the musical mouthpiece of the 
Vedic Sage Vatsayan: “Raas leela chal rahi hain Kam aur Rati mein, yug-yugaantar se nirantar ek 
soor ek gati mein”/No.702 D/PRATISODH/. Every nation has at least one period in which a galaxy of 
great masters is producing masterpiece; this is called the classic period.   

                                                           
                                                 Diya hain aap ne bada haseen Sahara, huzoor lakh baar sukriya tumhara…two classic pictures. 

I’m fortunate with family and friends who inspire me time and again with priceless portfolio and 
parental guidence--be it news updates or a near  unheard Audio: Prof. Subodh Bagchi helped publish 
my KINGBADANTEER MUKHO-MUKHI in PRANTIK (April 1414/Indian calender)--home edition of 
NIKHIL BHARAT BANGA SAHITYA SANMELAN (Delhi). Once I had the opportunity to pay a visit to 
Prof. Phanindranath Brahma – retired chairman of ASSAM PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION and the 
first college Principal among the Bodos, an enlightened & wonderful personality. He was interested 
in my grandfather’s antique 2nd generation Gramophone & the 75r.p.m records of Gurudev 
Rabindranath Tagore & Sachin Dev Burman (genuine voices). This wonderful old man gave me the 
surprise of a lifetime fishing out from his shelf the autographed relic L.P. record of 1988: A TRIBUTE 

TO A LEGEND KISHORE KUMAR!! Apart from these personalities there were Gautam Bagchi 
(Kolkata), Partho Chaudhury (Delhi), subhashish Basu (Delhi), Mintu Dev, Saurav Sarkhel, Sudeshna 
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with her P.C. when Raju Rai (BOSOM COMPUTERS) was about to down his shutter on my delay, 
Master Ravi with a dignified choice: “Khushi do ghadi ki miley na miley” (with an element of 
pathos, the song spells magic sans orchestration!)/No.202 D/DOOR KA RAHI/, Raja Biswas, Anthony 
Narzary(D.R.D.A.), Pradeep Biswas, Ajoy Roy, Animesh Debnath(W.W.W.), Mrs. Sumita Bhattacharjee, 
Mrs. Arti ghosh, Subhas Sen sir, Mr.Swapan Kumar Bhowmick, Benuda(S.B.I.), Darpa Kumar 
Basumatary(P.P.Studio), Roopam, Ajit Brahma with the computer again, Jiten Brahma & Prabaljyoti 
Brahma - family tree of the first National Awardee among the tribe PADMASREE (1985) Madaram 
Brahma(home town), Dr. Samik Dasgupta (London), Pranjal Goswami, Jintu, Dadu, Goon (Pune)--
“Main tasveer utaarta hoon bikhree  huyi haseeno ki/No.343 D/HEERA PANNA/used to be closest to 
our heart. There’s a Sax-do in the song, converted to chord and then deliberately repeated by us in 
order to enhance the effect! Goswami was simply good with the Guiter. Then Sinkon, Izaz, Sonu  
(Delhi)-“Moti ho to bandh ke rakh doon pyar chchupaaoon kaise”/No.727 D/DAULAT/was our 
favourite, dear uncle Kallol Nandi (Kolkata) who guided me to the office of KHOJ-KHABOR on 9th 
November 2006 at 7 Shakespeare sarani - the day my interview took place, Babu Ganguli(Kolkata), 
Rajarshi(SIEMENS-Mumbai)whose busy schedule could not deter him forward a helping hand 
whenever deemed, Simanta Bhattacharyya (Shillong)--[freelance poet & co-editor, WORLD’S STRAND : AN 

INTERNATIONAL ANTHOLOGY OF  POETRY published & sponsored by Mandelbachtal (Germany)/CAMBRIDGE & BIRMINGHAM 

UNIVERSITY] who loves “Thandi hawa  yeh chandni suhani, ae mere dil, suna koyee kahani”/No.93 

D/JHUMROO/ a great friend in need and a great friend indeed, Anis ul Haque (Gauhati)-a talented 
Ad creative and an ardent Rafi lover who refuells   himself with “Yun neend se woh jaanechaman 
jaag uthi hain/Mere sapno ka gaon jahaan thhi Mamta ki chchaon/Zeevan ke din chchotey sahi 
Hum bhi badedilwale/No.838 D/BADE DILWALA/ whenever a congenial atmosphere turns up, Amit 
Kumar & Mr.Vishwas Nerurkar (Bombay) who were kind to come at length on-line to this clinging K 

fan. He sounded so happy, so jubilant that day (the 4th of August 2005, 10-30p.m.). It was my life’s most 
treasured conversation and I esteem the same as my own share of the Family legacy. Amitda 
suggested swapping for SAHARA MUMBAI adding, he would shortly be releasing JUNOON-E-ISHQ! 
Yeh wohi geet hain jisko main ne dharkan mein basaya hain: I would love to believe that the corroded 
fragments of my most favorite melody’s full video-length still exist either with him or Sandip Ray. 
Keeping the same subject in mind, may I request the NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVES OF INDIA Pune to 
step forward for its scientific restoration and preservation since the video is part of Bollywood’s 
cinematic heritage? So far as my information goes, NFAI also is the only treasurer of Fani Majumder’s 
ANDOLAN (1951).  

                                                                            
                                                                          The family that was and the family that was… 

The dear brother Suraj Chatterjee (Dad’s laptop) who, knewing my being crazy about the Genius 
carried me the second KISHORE ENCYCLOPAEDIA: THE MANY FACES OF A GENIUS all the way from 
Pune home.  Dr. Bikas Chakraborty (Dibrugarh Medical College) provided me with two unique 
Kishore Kumars, wearing Assam’s tradition Gamosa & Japi as he visited Dibrugarh for a LIVE 
concert in 1975. The doyen decks my drawing room in a magnified appearance. TIMESLIFE on 
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Sunday November 7, 2010 published another interesting article by Anuradha Verma titled “Collect a 
slice of history!” where she mentions a nine-year-old boy collecting the first issue of FILMFARE 

magazine at a railway station bookshop in 1952. Mr.Devkishin Vyas, now 75-year-old says – ‘I liked 
the cover, which had Kamini Kaushal on it. It cost eight annas then. Since then, I buy two copies of 
the magazine—one for reading and the other for storing.’ I believe my Black&White doyen too is a 
perfect fit for the category. Verma also quoted Deepa Thomas of Ebay India as saying – ‘Fans want 
something they can display in their living room or even wear.’ It’s important, writer and journalist 
Andrew Whitehead believes, for a society to remember where it’s coming from, however quickly it’s 
moving forward. I too can boast of owning a few to my credit – it is a charming coincidence that I 
have the photocopy of the ‘forthcoming’ official release of CHHAM CHHAMA CHHAM originally 
printed in SPORT & PASTIME ANNUAL SEPTEMBER 6, 1952. What charms me most about this 
ancient relic of an advertisement is its bottomline: Watch for its release in your home town! 
Subhasish Basu’s father who was a referi by profession used to subscribe this sports magazine. I also 
have in my possession a few newspaper clippings – one of which contains the advertisement of 
KISHORE KUMAR LIVE @ MALIGAON RAILWAY STADIUM GUWAHATI [THE ASSAM TRIBUNE], 
the ‘HALF [torn] TICKET’ to gate no.1 through which we entered and the fateful newsprint published 
in THE TELEGRAPH. Like Satyajit Ray, Mukesh, Rafi, THE 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA has released one postal stamp 
on Kishoreda as well. Philately might be the king of 
hobbies but I know I will feel like a prince only after 
having collected the King from a philatelic bureau. Prof. 
Ranjan Bora (Associate professor - Pragjyotish College, 

Guwahati) helped me with an eyewitness account: ‘I have 
forgotten the exact date of the eventful day but the year 
was 1987 when I was persuing B.S.C.major in Botany at 
Arya Vidyapith College under  GAUHATI UNIVERSITY 
and on my way to Guwahati (erstwhile Gauhati). At that 
time Assam State Transport Corporation (ASTC) had just 
launched the superfast service. This fleet of buses had few 
stoppages and bonded with HOTEL RHINOLAND for 
teabreak. I alighted at Kuthori (Kajiranga) for the hotel to 
light & refresh myself.  For a student like me forking out 
eight rupees for a cup of tea tasted exceptionally hot! 
(Sorry to intervene, ask Mr.Amitabh Bachchan about his 
student life in Delhi/KBC, 8th November 2010 Monday telecast). However, finally when I relieved my 
bludders in the lavatory and settled for a table in the restaurant I saw a middle aged person whose 
face seemed quite familiar, but I was failing to recognise him. I observed that person very keenly. He 
wore a khadi kurta and a dhoti with a wider width than customery among the Assamese. Such type 
of border in dhoti is quite common among the Bengali community. He was accompanied by some 
other fellows hailing probably from Bombay and Guwahati. What further caught my attention 
towards this lovable lunatic was the jolly & rhythmic way he moonwalked snatching a trayfull of 
snacks from the moonstruck waiter towards his crew without spilling a single item. His 
bodylanguage as it seemed to me didn’t quite befit the ambience. The then posh hotel probably was 
first among equals at that time and pretty aristocratic with a crowd extra-conscious about etiquette. 
So all were seated whispering gently trying to make as little a sound as possible with their ‘table of 
contents’ except that particular fellow who was throwing all those so called rules & decorum ashtray 
and behaved as he whimed - like a child. He was quite daring and not concerned at all what the rest 
of the gentlefolk thought about him. His fellow persons including the Manager & the hotel staff were 
relishing the moment with a smile on their face. Our bus had to halt there for only 20 minutes. I had 
finished my tea and approached the counter for payment. I expressed my views to the Manager. I 
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told him that such type of behaviour in a hotel like RHINOLAND was not 
acceptable. Why the management allowed him to do so? The Manager gestured 
with a smile – ‘What can we do sir; he is the great singer Kishore Kumar!’ I was 
ashamed to the heels – of my ignorance. My treasure-trove of twenty minutes 
empties here since our bus started honking. Back into the bus I started 
reflecting on the incident that had just painted life to my existance. He was 
there to visit Kajiranga National Park and enjoying those moments to his 
heart’s content. After a few months this memorabilia was published from 
Guwahati in an Assamese periodical PRANTIK under the editorship of 
Bhabendranath Saikia by someone as his lifetime experience. Today I sit back 

and feel it is his simplicity that gave him the greatness.’   

I also must not forget the dear better-half that always helps me take failures in my stride. Come 
February and I sing the Versatile to my Valentine—I take a plunge in the ocean K to look up at her 
Mongoloid eyes: “Nehin nehin koyiee tum sa haseen”/No.1613 D/SWARAG NARAK (1978) Music-

Rajesh Roshan/. Suspicious like all girls are, Asha (the name is a coincidence) grills me under the 
‘Bhonsle’ scanner (and the song a duet) and I feel like a battered-half. By the grace of God and 
gracefulness of my charming wife, I’ve been able to home in on a concept to come out with a third 
illustration that interprets K sequencially. As for example, there exists a title THE GOOD THE BAD AND GANGULY 
[GUN-GOLI!] belting out his rodeo tracks. The entry that tops the list is this: …pariyaan yeh kahan se 
chali aayiee gaon mein, aaye neend haye julfon ki chhaon mein-hum pe na chal jaye in julfon ka 
jadoo…Raju chal Raju apni masti mein tu! This haunting headhunt makes me rewind my memory 
to a poem from the ninth standard CBSE syllabuses (1993-94) THE HIGHWAYMAN by Alfred Noyes:     

                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“One kiss, my bonny sweetheart; I’m after a prize tonight, 

But I shall be back with the yellow gold before the morning light. 

Yet if they press me sharply, and harry me through the day, 

Then look for me by moonlight, 

Watch for me by moonlight, 

I’ll come to thee by moonlight, though hell should bar the way.” 
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He stood upright in the stirrups; he scarce could reach her hand, 

But she loosened her hair in the casement! His face burnt like a brand 

As the sweet black waves of perfume came tumbling o’er his breast, 

Then he kissed its waves in the moonlight 

(O sweet black waves in the moonlight!), 

And he tugged at his reins in the moonlight, and galloped away to the west. 

My next ambition is an Antique Unique: SUHANA GEET- BHAJANS OF A GENIUS. Here, 
Mr.MintuDev's active assistances gave the compilation a reason for celebration.   

                                                               

I literally pine for a ‘look beyond’ in anticipation on the Red Letter Day - the 
Happiest Day of my life when I happened to chance upon the ‘Live’-ing Legend on 
the 26th day of April 1987, Sunday. We (self, childhoods Govin & Subrata) reached Maligaon 

Railway Stadium, Guwahati (Assam) in the nick of time voratiously digging on SAMS-N-G-JAMS 
(samosas and gulab jamuns) and finally making the dessert a perfect lyrical salad with sliced 
cucumbers to suit the situation while wading through the entrance.  It meant a rush of adrenaline 
when that enlightened evening of a lifetime brought us in close proximity to the prodigy, pepping us 
up to an ethereal plane!  Still echoes in my ears: “Khilte hain gul yahaan, khilke bikharne ko”/No. 244 

D/SHARMILEE/, the resonance of which held an entire audience in thrall and the stadium was in a 
tizzy caught in its ripples! I still remember I stood in open-mouthed wonder soliloquizing: Tera jalwa 
tauba hain tera jalwa…sunte thhey logon se afsaane tere haae—per tujhko dekha nehin thha! The picture 
right-hand-below forwards a fun tale: once during a live show in Kolkata K threw tantrum, a 
palanquin has to be provided alongwith a pot full of Rasgullas, then only he would perform 
encircling the stage gobbling one by one! 

                                                                   
                                 Kya umr thhi kya Sama thha kya zamana thha, ek haseena thhi (sangeet) ek diwana thha (Nandkishore) 

So it’s not for nuts that lustrously traced Tara Despande could be traced pecking at Dino Morea 
(BADA DIN): 'Apne aap ko samajhte kya ho tum - Kishore Kumar?'  

 

@ The PREM PUJARI premiere. Same event clicked ‘Car embarked K’ I have positioned on last page of my thesis > 
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< Reserved for someone who ‘suit’s the most : yoodleii yoodleii WHO? 

It was during the summing up of the show with Ina 
mina dika when K invited boys & gals from the front 
row promising to privilege each with an autograph. It 
was during that hysteric moment when I sprang, 
kangarooing myself in a desperate bid to topple the 
rear row to be together with those extempore dancers 
swarming around K, one among the security 
personnels stonewalled me, fuming at me with a flat 
rhetoric: ‘dance in your dream!’ Thus, it’s really 

pleasing to peek on a posterity that has pasted K on its path to prosperity. This takes me back to my 
Shillong M.A.days where Christianity predominates, makes me recall Mawlai's candle-lit Easter 
evening procession amidst the scented pinewood alongwith hostel boys and girls largely Nagas and 
Mizos at the end of which, each one would squat in an open space and sing any song that Guiter 
could accompany: “Merry Christmas to you”/No.2113 D/BHANWAR/was the one I crooned. It was 
again in this pine city where on the 27th of April 1901 invited by the Chief Commissioner of Assam 
Sir Henry Cotton, Swami Vivekananda visited and delivered what on record is his last ever public 
speech at the Quinon Hall. It was in this salubrious hill resort where 
India’s first NOBEL LAUREATE (1913) visited in 1923 and stayed for a 
few splendour of his immortal pen. [Shesher Kabita (The Last Poem) 
and drama Rakto Korobi (Red Oleander)]. It was the cyclonic duo 
whom K-himself a visitor during his last days, worshipped. There 
exists a fact stranger then fiction--'Kishore would often be haunted by 
visions where he used to see himself dressed as a preacher delivering 
sermons to his brothers. One day, many years later, he went on one of 
his excurtions to that particular cemeterty which used to haunt him in 
his dreams. There he stumbled across a tombstone with the inscription, 
Father George Brown. Died August 4th 1929. It was the day of Kishore 
Kumars’ birth.'/TINSEL TRIVIA: THE SOUL BEHIND THE VOICE--
Anirudha Bhattacharyya and Amitava Chatterjee/THE SATURDAY 

STATESMAN, August, 1994 & ‘Christian graveyard at end of Juhu 
Beach’, 82-3: INDEX Kishore Valicha PENGUIN/. No wonder he fixed a 
thoughtful Christ behind his drawing room sofa (courtesy: D.R.Yadav). Shot in Goa (?) the Lata - 
Kishore - Sanjeev - Sabana - R.D.- Gulzar combo that re-christens the situation is : "Chand chura ke 
laya hoon, chal baithe church ke peechhey" (unabridged version on movie track only) /No.2154 

D/DEVTA(1978)/. Till date, my sole on-stage performance too took place at SHILLONG STATE 

CENTRAL LIBRARY. It was N.E.H.U. VERSITY WEEK CLOSING CEREMONY (1992) and I performed: 
“Deewana leke aaya hain dil ka tarana”/No.285 D/MERE ZEEVAN SAATHI/with hostel mate Rana at 
the Hawaiian. My pleasure--In a place so ‘English’ 
like Shillong they listened, clapped. Our more 
than 100yr. old Indian Film Industry is on the 
verge of metamorphosing into a myth, being 
increasingly welcomed the world over. If we take 
a mythological flight and fancy bird GARUDA’s 
eye-view, we shall behold: our Evolutionary 
Father LORD BRAHMA facing the second 
generation with His 3 familiar faces, speaking to 
the same with His 3 vibrant voices--VERSATILE 

KISHORE, VELVETY RAFI, ‘VICKS’-OOTHING 

MUKESH! The only ensemble lucky to line up 
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these three Heavenly voices so far is: “Humko tumse ho Gaya hain pyar kya kare”/No.2476 D/AMAR 

AKBAR ANTHONY/. The first generation being Punkaj Mullick, Sachin Dev Burman (Kishoreda’s 
‘play’back bone) & Kundan Lal Saigal-Kishoreda’s idol. Now there reins a fifteen minute famous 
third generation that fall ten thousand notches below on the greatness ladder I am coming to them 
gradually. One last sentence on the ensemble: the one that scores best in my esteem comes from 

nostalgia and an unreleased movie whose long-play disc was released in 1982 – “O 
Bindiya, tum humse kah do pyar hain” in which Kishoreda shared his talent with that 
of Udit Narayan and Suresh Wadekar/No.2580 D/KAH DO PYAR HAIN  ECLP 5830 

HMV/. It was at the end of my frolicking school hours when I used to return home 
tired and tune in grandpa’s huge 10 bands MURPHY RADIOGRAM for AKASHBANI 

GAUHATI before anything else for the programme on the armed forces and then there 
was the evergreen BINAKA GEETMALA hosted by Ameen Sayani. Quite interestingly, 

it was the same Ameen Sayani who hosted Sandip Ray’s documentary on Kishoreda. It was one of 
those golden days when the second gen supersingers ruled the roost and now they are evergreen. 
One more thing I crave to mention in this treasure treatise of mine is that, the Bollywood 
introduction of the word legend and the hype behind it began after HMV came up with A Tribute To 
A Legend STHV 42877-80 in four volummes in the year 1987. One more fact is that, “Marne ki 
duaayien kyun maangoon” (Music-Khemchand Prakash, Lyric-Prof.Mueen Ahsan Jazbi)/No.0001 

N/ZIDDI (1948)/with Dev Anand at the lead unquestionably is his first playbacked solo but, his first 
ever playback happens to be “Baanka sipahiya ghar jaaye ho” (Music-S.D.Burman, Lyric-Gopal Singh 

Nepali)/No.2453 Nerurkar only/EIGHT DAYS (1946)/for the first and last time 
directed by Dadamoni (Ashoke Kumar). Accidentally, the reel got burned 
and Dadamoni rolled back from direction ever after. This unique song is also 
Kishoreda’s first & last ensemble with Sachin Karta. Kishoreda himself 
provided this information! I humbly credit this information to Mr. Derek 
Bose/METHOD IN MADNESS/ISBN 81-291-5268, Rupa Publication/and 
Mr.Vishwas Nerurkar. I also have information from cousin Tantu that 
another Bose work is on the anvil. The year 1992 proved fantastic for the 
fanatics when it gifted them DOOI KISHORE (SMB 103,104)/SOOR MANDIR/ 
Station road, ANAND 388001. Two lost pearls popped out of slumber – (a) 
“Pyar ajnabi hain”/No.1100 D/TITLE/ (b) “Akeyla hoon main is jahaan mein”/No.1097 D/NEELA 

ASMAAN/ along with Dadamoni, Amit & Sumit’s sweet sojourn to the past. Yes, it happens only in 
India. My rainy eyes mulls it a must to mention this class of a semi-classic and a classic 
amalgamation by Majrooh Sultanpuri & Hemant Bhonsle: “Salamat raho tum”/No.1602 D, 1633 N 
(Dhiman got the cast wrong and Nerurkar has no mention of it)/ANPADH (1978)/which Dadamoni 
handles just like a compassionate heart handles a helpless ward under his protection. I strongly 
believe, as the duo belong to the blue blood, they will definitely resurrect the rest of the ‘burried 
beauties’ that since the physical departure have come to nestle in some sad corner of his beautiful 

bungalow. The ball is in the juniors’ court, all we expect is another honest push. 
Whatever has been his shelved heritage to posterity, I earnestly request the 
juniors to unleash to fans bereaved – so that the AVTAAR finds it a reality what 
he so proudly prayed in 1983: “…Do Beton ka Baap hoon Main…Ooperwala 

tera jawab nehin”/No.0830 N/. The Cavatina section of the senior citizen song 
“Yaaron utho chalo”/No. 0831 N/from the same flick wrenches one’s heart with 
its humility. Thus giving the K juniors a helping hand let us all re-christen 
ourselves to come down heavily with the Messiah!  

< Angry Bard: Matlabi hain log yahaanpar matlabi zamana, socha saya saath dega nikla woh begana…so let us fight for his right!    

Jaan ki bazi laga de tu, farz ki KEEMAT chukka de tu…let God’s help & hope pour on us cowboys’ way 
and steer clear the cobweb these relics are trapped in since creation: (c) Phooley Gandho Neii, e to 
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bhabteo parina: “Phoolon ki zubaan khoobsoorat ho gayi”/Encyclopaedias have no mention of the song 
/UNTITLED/with Asha, who has a register of approximetly 683 with Kishoreda/. The song is better 
arranged, the lyrics are improved upon, the emoting is optimum but if not for anything else, the song 
stands out for the incredible entry which Kishoreda effects with his leonine baritone proclaiming 
“…Aakaash kora hain aur chand kanwaara hain”. Though the King goes on to play ideal foil to 
Asha’s delectable rendition, it has to be one of the greatest openings in a Hindi song…unexpected, 
stunning, regal. /Drawn upon NUGGETS, THREE: Anirudha Bhattacharjee, Srijit Mukherjee ETC., 
THE TELEGRAPH 05th August 2005 Friday/.  (d) “Ek panchchi diwana udaa jaaye mastana mere dil 
ki tarah na jaane kahaan”/No.1092 N/NEELA ASMAAN/. *(e) “Na jaane kahaan tum kho gaye” 
(Hindi version of Ki likhi tomaae priyotamo-the second of the two Bengali Moderns Kishoreda 
composed for Lata)/not registered in either Encyclopaedia as yet/-Sanjay Sengupta, H.M.V./. *(f) 
“Ek ladki ko dekha to aisa laga” (the parent version was composed by R.D. exclusively for 
Kishoreda, though the lyric has been altered in this last music directed by R.D.)/Sanjay Sengupta, 
H.M.V./. {*I remain obliged to Mr.Raut for the invaluable information. As I went to quench my quest on his personal favourite: “Beqaraar dil tu 

gaayeja khushiyon se bhare woh taraane jissey sun ke duniya jhoom uthey”/No.2358 D/DOOR KA RAHI/. Sulakshana Pundit sounds more 

unappetizing than she actually is; wish it was a solo!The declared L’IL CHAMPION 2009 ‘Mathura ke Baal Murari’ Master Hemant Brijwasi 

created a serene sensation with this K composition on 10th October 2009 Saturday night telecast of ZEE SA RE GA MA L’IL CHAMPS in front of 

Miss Universe Lara Dutta, Abhijit, Alka Yagnik. It was a piano-violin special live show not in practice in song recordings any longer}. (g) 
“Tumse saje hain sapney mere sunehrein”/No.1927 D/PYAR AJNABI HAIN/. (h) Encyclopaedias 
missed to register two more relics KHONJ KHABOR had hunted the hectic way: one is an audio 
cassette casually kept by a man related to the Film distribution Mr. Shyamal Guhathakurta who hails 
from Naihati and by chance received it from Mr. Chatterjee, a good looking casual visitor to 
Shyamal’s Satlak Place office in 1982 (Episode 09, 12th April 2007 telecast). Even the voice announcing 
the 3 takes is intact in the tape: Ujaale hain tere dushman dikhaa de in chiraagon ko andhera hi 
chchupaayega tere chehre ke daagon ko – yeh log tera chehra dekhengey, jalta hain ke bujhta hain dil na 
dekhengey. I have intentionally quoted the first line in full as I have serious doubt about this gem’s 
possible market appearance. After running around 20 Episodes, KHONJ KHABOR too could not 
manage to pull them any longer due to some constrains and got bifurcated from AKAASH BANGLA 

CHANNEL.   (i) A Bhojpuri composition whose right is owned by singer turned anchor Shaan 
(Episode 18, 12th February 2008 telecast): Kene kene jaayiee kenkdaa se jaa sunaayiee, dukh hole re 
piriteeyaan mein bada dukh hola.  I feel it worth mentioning that “Piano ta”/Bengali 
Modern/SAGARIKA(1999) : SUN RECORDS  SR 001/ with Kishoreda’s favourite instrument  
permeating the background with “Pyar ajnabi hain, jaane kahaan se aaye” is the best musical way a 
son has ever tributed a  loving Dad.  

When Amit Kumar leased GAURI KUNJ out to SVA SPA for 
CHALLENGERS - a cottage at Kandivali while Leena and Sumit 
opted for OCEANIC APPARTMENTS flat no.404 Carter Road Bandra 
that Kishoreda had purchased as stand-by, the sombreness of a 
sentimental sulked my soul: “Baar baar ansoo-o-ne bhigoyi nazar, 
jaane kyun loot gaya aaj ka yeh ghar”/No.491 D/AAJ KA YEH GHAR 

(1976)/. When Amit returned to the Bungalow, the Sitaar solace of the 
climax cooled me: “Ho gaya phir safal zindegi ka safar, dekh lo ek 
nazar aaj ka yeh ghar”/-then the good news came up in 

ANANDLOK 12 August 2007 with a rezuvinated Amit assuring us not to be biased by baloney: 
‘GAURI KUNJ shall be there to stay’was an oath thrown at reporter Tapan Bakshi 
(Bombay) on the Legend’s 78th birthday.   

Achche bachche nehin rotey hain ansoo burey hotey hain ke baagon mein phool phir khilenge, kahin hum phir milenge > 

The year (questionably) was 1982 and me, a school-goer. CHITRAHAAR/DOORDARSHAN 
used to be the most crazed follow-up among us those days as cable & satellite was yet 
to thunder India. It was 8p.m. & I was at my study table when the strokes of the chord 
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made its way through my ears and the next moment I discovered myself in my parents’ room. I 
beheld, sitting by the riverbank bon-fire and a Hollow in hand, Kanwaljeet striking his pain out. It 
took me 25 years to trace the track since I was late and failed the footage and to make things worse, 
the lyric too was written off my grey cells. Praise both the Encyclopaedias, finally I achieved my 
target going by the sole clue in brain—the actor’s face which I never forgot: "...insaan per ahsaan 
tu...saath mera chchor kar chal diya tu kahaan dil mera tor kar”/No.811 D/PYAAS/. Tuned by Bappi 
Lahiri, the song hints at how helpless Amit Kumar must have felt at the cruel hands of fate since I 
share the same boat. The mortal remain of a caring father was slowly flowing past us two helpless 
brothers by the river Ganges (Belur cremation ground, Calcutta). The hymn of a piece of Heaven 
reverberating across our mind was: “O Ma patito paawani Gangey”/No.2739 D/HARISHCHANDRA 

SHAIBYA (music-Ravindra Jain, lyric-Bibhuti Mukherjee)/.  

So, tracing the Kanwaljeet playedfront became the sole motto of my life 
as I was so crazy after the trail, I made an S.T.D.call to the actor of 
interest only to be disheartened. After 25 years since the release, 
Kanwaljeet too failed to usher-in any hope and asked me to call him 
next morning instead which I knew, would be fruitless:  Another track 
tuned by Ravindra Jain rows the same boat: “...nadiya ka soonsaan 
kinara aur bhi gum-sum ho gaya, o janmo ke meet bata tu bin boley 
kahaan kho gaya-teri yaad sataayen din raat rulaayen..." /No.780 D/BHAGYA (1982)/. Jain visited 
Gauhati (Assam) in September 2004. Recalling his close association with the stalwarts of yesteryears 
like Kishoreda, Md.Rafi, Lata, Asha etc., Jain said all of them were Legends who have left behind 
indelible imprint in the realm of music (and on the sands of time should that read?) and will continue 
to inspire generations to come. ‘I am fortunate to have worked with them. Their dedication and 
passion for music was to be seen to be believed.’/THE ASSAM TRIBUNE/06th September 2004 
Monday/.  Jain is the one under whose direction K had recorded his last solo in Bengali: “Ghumaao 
bondhu amar, ghumaao” (time for you to sleep, my friend)/No.2797 D, 2755 N/DRISHTI (1995)/. 

 

                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                    Yeh…kya hua kaise hua kab hua? 

K’s following reached a fillip with Figure-fans falling flat at his forceful soulfulness. Priyanka 
Chopra does a LUX emotion with a clipped K in motion: 6 rupaiya janejana - first of its kind (inflation 
pegged 25 paise up since 1958!) and I call it Priyanka’s  soapanjali to the supersinger. KBC 3, this 
time in SONY began on Amitabh’s birthday i.e., October 11, 2010. Within that 1 hour flashed an Ad on 
VIDEOCON SATELITE LCD TV – the latest pride of the company as it occurred to me. I couldn’t 
believe my ears when the caption hooked my organs like the hooter of the game-show: Hum thhe 
woh thhi aur Sama rangeen samajh Gaye Na. Able son Abhishek probably sang & gave his best as 
the brand ambassador and the sequence somewhat came close to that of the evergreen classic with 
the mall’s shutter quickly touching its vertical limit in front of him. In the original B&W clip it was 
Kishoreda who did the sudden thing on rain-drenched Madhubala and the shutter worked 
horizontally.  Govinda is witnessed as impressing Satish Shah (remember COMMANDO and FILMY 

CHAKKAR- the lady tenant episode?) with a ‘sound’ working experience fable as chef at GAURI 

KUNJ/HERO NO.1/. Satis's 'Shah'-i ANDAZ around the dining table was qabil-e-taarif: Mujhe jaldisey 
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de do khana, maine kal se nehi khaya khana...Mughlaai Mughlaai Mughlaai/No.197 D/. Even Govinda’s 
BHAGAM BHAG: “Yeh babu yeh hain zamana tera…ga le tu khushi ka raag duniya hain bhagam 
bhag (parent version with Rafi)”/No.1210 D/is inspired by the original. Interestingly, K performed 
this on his 26th April 1987 Assam stage show flanked by two Sarderjis. Yesteryear superstar 
Mithunda carries a heavy heart over life: “Koyiee hota jisko hum apna kah lete yaaron”/No.226 

D/MERE APNE/CINE BLITZ, December 1988, page 55/. Mithun’s greatest achievement trans celluloid 
till date I presume is Kolkata Hope’86 where he moved the whole of Hindi Filmdom starting from 
Kishoreda, Latadi, Asha, Sudesh Bhonsle (who zeroxed S.D. so soulfully, it felt like the Legend 
descended on stage), R.D., Rajesh Roshan, Bappi, Kalone ji a London ji (as K used to address Kalyanji 
Anandji), Amitabh Bachchan, Dilip Kumar, Rajesh Khanna, Sunil Dutt, Shatrughan, Amzad Khan, 
Shashi & Rishi kapoor, Vijay Anand (brother of legendary Dev), Jitendra to YUVA VARTI STADIUM.   

                                                 

This historical event slated for the previous day got postponed to 29th December as torrential rain 
lashed the Saltlake city. Kishoreda on 29th approached Mithun—‘Mithun, may I have a moment with 
my wife?’ Mithun instantly fell at his feet—‘Dada, kee hochche ta kee! Purano shei dineyr katha (one of 
the two Tagore he sang that night) was splendid. Do you know we used to gang-sing the same 
during our college days?’ Later a creamy woolen capped deep saffron Punjabi & creamy shawled 
Kishoreda complemented a Babumoshaae Mithun-‘Khaasha maaniyeche (Looks select)!’/Page 34, Swapan 

Kumar Ghosh ANANDLOK 10 Jan 1987/. 1986 interestingly, was Tagore’s 125th Birth Anniversary year.                                                                                                                                      

                                 

           Khoche qurbaan   

            Laale di jaan  

              /No.1289 N/TINKU (1977)/ 

                 in which Kaka  

               did a cameo  

   reminded me 

                 of Tagore’s KABULIWALA. 

 

 

 

 Nerurkar’s Rabindranath 

 

The tune ripples towards its ultimate audience when promoted by Dharmendra in a mouth organ 
(DOST)-reminds me of SHOLAY’s Jay (Amitabh) though not a Tagore treasure but an R.D. 
masterpiece. Since independence Indian cinema has been the only medium for a tune like this to 
reach the aam admi till the era of information technology froze over them. The tune & The City of Joy 
reminds me of its joyride: Main hoon ghora yeh hain gari meri ricksha sabse niraali, ghar tak 
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pahunchadenewali--the man-pulled rickshaw. Now that we’ve heard from the horse’s mouth, legend 
has it that kishoreda’s father-in-law farrrmaayesh-ed (the way K had pronunced the term in Gauhati) 
for this rickshaw song when K had once visied them at Dharwar and all the way through negotiating 
the distance K kept gesturing at Leena: ‘Dharwar mein Maardhar!’  

There is also no denying the fact that among magazines that extensively 
covered K posthumously was undoubtedly ANANDALOK dated 31st October 

1987.  The next in the list I think is MADHURI. Coming back to 
figure fans, Paresh Rawal re-lives Phoolon ke rang se in MERE 

BAAP PAHLE AAP, after a day's trial Nana Patekar's 
mercilessly slogged bed-ridden soldiers create an appropriate 
atmosphere for haal kaisa hain janaab ka /PRAHAAR/Usha 
Uttup reflected on the same performed earlier at a Kolkatta 

LIVE with Rafi, K, Runa Laila. I loved the way Ushadi performed the Bengali 
version of Ankhon mein tum dil tumhara from HALF TICKET whom Mr. Salil 
Chaudhuri was only too happy to entrust upon /ZEE BANGLA SA RE GA MA 

PA 2010 – 3RD March 9.30pm telecast/. Amir’s so moved by the Messiah that he 
“Bom bom bole, bamchik bhi bole!”/TAARE ZAMEEN PER/. Even Amir’s 

TATAsky Ad is an inspired “Suniye Suniye aajkal ke ladkiyon ka progrrame”/No 133 D/LADKA 

LADKI/. Dimple’s B’day celebration with ina mina dika in DIL CHAHTA HAIN is a well thought clip 
pumped into the flick.  

 < Could you locate Dimple? …Its simple >                                                                      

Though the context and stream may vary, I think the character that 
comes most close to the crazy genius K is Mr. Hunsukh Bangroo 
(wangdu) of Simla from the blockbuster 3 idiots who pick up a habit 
to defy the established norms of education. Sanjay Khan helps himself 

tide over a difficult phase with: “Ae khuda har faisla tera mujhe manzoor hain”/No.677 

D/ABDULLAH/. Anupam Kher is another figure who was lucky with a K feather to decorate his 
Stetson hat: “Ek lamha to bina dard ke gujar jaye”/No.1016 D/MOHREIN (1987) BTP-MC-A-4227 178 

MIL cassette/but I am yet in dark about his pick, though his rendition of Pyar diwaana hota 
hain/KUCH KUCH HOTA HAI/at the piano with Rani by his side was so Kishoresque. Rani too 
doesn’t fall behind to fish out yeh wada raha for Salmon at his insistance- / DUS KA DUM FINAL 
SONY/while Hritwik Roshan on the request of talented host Manish Paul 
makes a standing confession on stage beside dad Rakesh amidst countless 
lumineries enlighting the stadium like Mr. Amitabh Bachchan, Amir Khan 

(a rare face to be spotted in live shows), 
Shahrukh Khan, Salman Khan that his most 
favourite song is Tere jaisa yaar kahan, kahaan 
aisa yaraana (the original was shot at 
Kolkata’s EDEN GARDEN STADIUM)– it 
was UMANG, a special programme 
welcoming year 2011 and dedicated to the 
Maharastra Police/COLORS/. Shekhar 
Suman skips his usual coffee with Rafi and 
the rest to get thrilled at the multifaceted 
way VIP froths up with Swapnil to yoodle-in 
the genius of K in SONY’s KAANTE KI TKKR 
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20thSeptember2008,10:00PM/

Sankar Mahadevan loves 
to suggest Baba Saigal-
'you have a fantistic 
timbre in your voice. 
Treasure it as very few 
peole have it. Kishoreda 
had it'/DHOOM MACHA 
DE: N.D.T.V imagine/.  
Mahesh Manjrekar visited 
Calcutta in September2007 
for ZEE BANGLA’s 
SAREGAMA JUNIOR 
stunned all, fanning out a 
K-track in flawless 
Bengali: “Ek din paakhi 
urey jaabe”/No.2590 

D/MODERN/.Vidya Balan 
minces no words to wish 
she could meet the 
Messiah flesh n blood 
(K4K). INDIAN CRICKET 

TEAM’s ‘breather’ball rolls 
out to be: “Ruk jaana 
nehin tu kahin haar ke, 
kaanton pe chal ke 
milenge saayen bahaar 
ke”/No.411D/IMTIHAAN/
Pakistani cricket sensation 
Shoaib Akhtar bares his 
heart with: “Kuchh to log 
kahenge, logon ka kaam 
hain kahna”/No.193 
D/AMAR PREM/AAP KI 

ADALAT, INDIA T.V., 19th 
December 2007 
Wednesday 10pm/. The 
LIVE video available in the 
internet comes livelier 
with added articulation of 
the genius. Shoaib’s pick 
shares plug with Anup 
Jalota who himself 
directed K in “Nehin door 
manzil tujhse, in rahon 
mein tu chalta 
chal”/No.997 D/PATTON 

KI BAAZI (1986)/ Navjyot 
Singh Siddhu loves to 
cajole his daughter with: 
“Bam chik chiki sam chik 
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chiki”/No.463 D/KAHTE HAIN MUJHKO RAJA/. This unique lyric which carries forward no sense 
apparently, unquestionably would have fallen flat had it not been for the mind-blowing modulation 
brought that cuts K above the rest. The two stooges from Haward’s team caught the crowd in stupor 

after animating the same song at the DANCE PREMIER LEAGUE by SONY on 
13th November 2009 8.30pm Friday. If you think it is next to impossible for 
anyone to extract comedy out of Ghungroo ki tarha, think again ‘coz you haven’t 
done yet with these two talented turkeys on the turmac. Born out of SONY’s 
COMEDY CIRCUS, this adorable double – Krishna & sureeley Sudesh has once 
again tested positive (DPL GRAND FINALE: 26th December 2009 8.30pm 
Saturday telecast)! Another eye-catching scene happened when Krishna 

appears on bicycle & Daakiya daak laya is being played in background & Ayesha Takiya sways to the 
tune in the judjes’ seat/September 2011/. The great music aficionados like Jaaved Akhtaar treasures 
“Jeevan ke safar mein rahi milte hain bichchad jaane ko, aur de jaati hain yaadein tanhai mein 
tadpaane ko”/No.38 D/MUNIMJI/and for him, the song bears a indelible stain of sadness. I think the 
alibi behind Kishoreda’s taking young Amit almost to every occasion be it a song recording; a live or 
a social gathering was, he knew his days were limited and after he is gone and the classic era is 
sailing the dark waters, the son would be there to carry forward the magic moments! me & a rice 
dealer dost Mantu visited Dewan Mumtaz Ali’s shop at NS Road, 
Dhubri on 16th September 1983 & purchased LP records of 
CHALTI KA NAAM ZINDAGI & DISCO DANCER, reputed to be the 
first HMV dealership in Assam - it was established in 1914. In my 
knowledge the biggest ever HMV extravaganja promoted by 
media was KARZ’s Om shanti Om for which Kishoreda bagged a 
FILMFARE, one among the very little recognition he received.    
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Phir wohi raat hain khwab ki… 
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